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Lexical restrictions in Erzya partitive(-like) constructions with quantifiers 
 
Rodolfo Basile (University of Tartu), Denys Teptiuk (University of Tartu) & Mariann Bernhardt 
(University of Turku) 
 
Abstract 
In Erzya (Mordvinic, Uralic), partitive-like constructions can be rendered via separative cases 
elative and ablative. Unlike in distantly related Finnic languages, expression of partitivity via 
separative cases in Erzya is possible but not obligatory. Previous studies show that the partitive 
marking in Erzya with the ablative case (1)–(3) can be triggered by quantifiers; elative sporadically 
appears with partitive nominal predicates and objects of the verbs ‘eat’ and ‘drink’ (Bartens 1999: 
94–95, 97; Alhoniemi 1991: 24). However, investigations have been conducted so far merely on a 
descriptive level providing little evidence for the consistency of these phenomena. 

(1) Lov-do-nť  pra-ś  bajťak. 
 snow-SG.ABL-DEF fall-PST3SG enough 
 ‘Enough snow fell.’  

(2) S’e ška-sto-ńť Moskov-so skuľptur-t-ne-ďe lamo-ľť. 
 DEM time-ELA-DEF Moscow-INE sculpture-PL-DEF-ABL many-PST2.3PL 
 ‘At this time, there were many sculptures in Moscow.’  

(3) Stol-e-ś peškse kši-ďe-sal-do. 
 table-E-DEF full bread-SG.ABL-salt-SG.ABL 
 ‘The table is full of bread and salt.’  

Our preliminary corpus1-driven analysis shows that the partitive marking with ablative is 
consistently found in constructions with the quantifiers bajt’ak ‘enough’ (1), lamo ‘many’ (2), and 
peškse ‘full’ (3), which can be considered lexical restrictions. 

The aims of this study are two-fold. First, we conduct a quantitative analysis of lexical 
restrictions on the appearance of partitive constructions marked with ablative. We apply 
collostructional analysis (Stefanowitsch & Gries 2003, Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004, Gries 2019) 
and test the collostructional strength of these quantifiers in partitive constructions as well as 
direction of attraction (quantifier → construction, construction → quantifier). Second, we 
investigate the role of other variables, e.g. relationship between information structure and word 

 
1 We are using the Main corpus of Erzya corpora, available at http://erzya.web-corpora.net/index_en.html (last 
accessed November 15, 2020). The corpora consists of 2.3 million words and contains texts from contemporary press, 
20th century fiction, two translations of the New Testament, blogs and Wikipedia articles.  

http://erzya.web-corpora.net/index_en.html
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order, divisibility of referent, and its definiteness, in predicting the appearance of both the lexical 
element and ablative marking. 
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